AVIATION VIDEOS & DVDS

THE 35 & 33 BONANZA - Covers history, safety, performance, cost, maintenance and owner comments of the
legendary Bonanza. Gives details on what to look for in
a new or used Bonanza. focuses on mod and the care of
the Bonanza. We’ll put you in the cockpit from preflight to
touchdown. (40 min)
P/N 13-23800.................................
BONANZA FACTORY TOUR - See how the legendary
Bonanzas and Barons are hand built. Watch the nose
assembly, lower cabin assembly, upper cabin assembly,
cabin mate, tail fuselage mate and final assembly come
together. Plus 30th ABS convention in Wichita, Kansas.
(50 min)
P/N 13-23810...................... .
VISIT THE BONANZA SERVICE CLINIC - A

must see video for any Bonanza owner. Watch how ABS
mechanics give a Bonanza a thorough inspection. See
items missed by many mechanics in the field. Focuses
on landing gear, engine, hoses, wing bolts & the famous
Bonanza tail. (30 min) P/N 13-23805.................................

THE 36 SERIES BONANZA - An in depth report of the

model 36 Bonanza. Covers history, safety, performance,
handling, cost and maintenance of this amazing aircraft.
Shows details on what to look for when purchasing a new
or used turbo Bonanza. Includes owner comments. Covers
all aspects of the turbo Bonanza, from preflight to touchdown.
P/N 13-23815...................

FLY BAJA MEXICO - Explains border crossing, Mexican authorities, tipping, where to stop for the best
fishing, how to get fuel, pass U.S. Customs and much more.
We’ll take you blue water fishing for marlin and dorado at
one of the finest fishing spots anywhere - Punta Pescadero.
(40 min)
P/N 13-23820.................................
HOW TO BECOME A PILOT - Perfect for student pilots,

explores medical issues, needed hours, equipment and
itemized costs of the whole program. Explains the best
way to select your instructor, aircraft, ground and flight
school, shows in-flight video, & typical flight school
operations. (50 min)
P/N 13-23825.................................

FLYING THE HELICOPTER - Perfect for anyone seeking

a helicopter license. Covers all the important concepts
you need to know of flying a helicopter. Experience
exciting in-flight demonstrations, cockpit view and
classroom instruction using gain animated graphics.
All pertinent aerodynamics are covered from retreating
blade stall to autorotation. (90 min)
P/N 13-23840.................................

FLYING SINGLE PILOT IFR - If you fly single pilot IFR,

this video is for you. Explains risks involved and how to
minimize them. Explores equipment requirement, organization, getting real time weather, staying ahead of the
airplane, copilot selection and situational awareness.
(60 min)
P/N 13-23850.................................

HOW TO GET A FLIGHT REVIEW - Recommended for
anyone preparing for a flight review. Covers the relevant
areas of FAR 61.56. and what you need to know for the
flight review. Includes the new airspace & weather reporting
changes. (50 min)
P/N 13-23860.................................
ADVANCED FLOAT FLYING TECHNIQUES - A sequel to the
popular “Wonderful World of Floats”, this video takes you to
the next level. Includes salt water and tidal water techniques.
Produced in cooperation with EDO Floats and Brown’s
Seaplane Base. Features Mark Futch flying a Maule on floats
and Terry Kohler’s Turbo Goose (Approx. 60 min.)
P/N 13-40840.................................
ATTITUDE FLYING WITH DICK RUTAN “FLY LIKE
A LEGEND”- For serious pilots only. Conceived and

designed to take you above and beyond other aviation
training programs, the Aviator Series captivates and
educates like no other training video you’ve seen before.
Puts you shoulder-to-shoulder with the world’s foremost
aviators as they share leading edge skills and techniques
that made them legends.
DVD...................... P/N 13-05858..................
Blue Ray DVD...... P/N 13-05859..................

BUILT FOR SPEED: THE GOLDEN AGE OF AIR RACING -

Traces the rapid development of air racing between 1929
and 1939. This exciting decade belonged to civilian pilots
who were flying faster than the military. Air racing was one of
this country’s most popular spectator sports. “Built for Speed”
features highlights from both the Bendix (cross-country) and
Thompson Trophy (closed-course) races between 1929 and
1939; rare archival interviews; never-before-seen footage of
racers in action; contemporary interviews with Harold Newman, Jimmy
Doolittle, Edna Gardner Whyte and others. A great companion to the
book “The Golden Age of Air Racing”, (available through EAA, see our
“Manual & Publications” list) this video is a MUST for every air racing fan
30 min).
P/N 13-40500.......................
FLYING THE B-17 - The second of EAA’s “In The Cock
pit” series, this video takes you inside the EAA Aviation
Foundation’s B-17 Flying Fortress “Aluminum Overcast.”
See the magnificent restoration and find out what it is like to
fly this big four-engine bomber. Features extensive camera
mount footage and in-flight cockpit video (30 min).
VHS................P/N 13-40552..................... .
DVD................P/N 13-04707..................... .
FUN ON FLOATS - 75% of the earth if covered by
water. This video features the endless opportunities
afforded the world of amphibious ultralight float plane
flying. Fun on Floats was filmed in Cajun Country and
beautifully features the passion of flight and the tranquility of water.
P/N 13-03720............................ .
FIRST FLIGHTS IN YOUR HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT - Introduced by
NASA Space Shuttle Commander, Robert “Hoot”
Gibson, this video draws upon the resources of
more than 40 years of EAA expertise. Learn the
importance of careful planning, what to do to make
a test flight go smoothly, and what to do if problems
arise. The initial flights in any aircraft are a challenging & rewarding experience. Get a head start
with this video. (23 min) P/N 13-23380....................
KEEP ‘EM FLYING WARBIRD SHOW - In this special edition
of EAA’s Ultimate Flights journey to EAA Fly-In for the largest annual gathering of warbird in the world. See dozens of
the finest warbirds in existence and some so rare that less
has a dozen examples still fly. Witness them in their natural
environment-in the air where they belong. Listen for the roar
of the radial engines, feel the rumble along the flightline, and
smell the oil and gas in the air. Join EAA and EAA’s Warbirds
of America for an hour long special dedicated to the preservation of all
vintage military aircraft and as a flying tribute to an important era. (60
min.)
P/N 13-23370.......................
CANADIAN PRIVATE PILOT GROUND SCHOOL CD-ROM - This selfpaced study program has been designed to fulfill the
Transport Canada requirements of groundschool training
for the issue of a Canadian Private Pilot Licence (PPL).
The course allows you to study at your own pace, and
without the restriction of having to attend pre-arranged
classroom instruction. This course also serves as an excellent supplement to traditional classroom learning, or as a refresher course for those
pilots already licensed to fly.
P/N 13-06531.......................

THE EDUCATED OWNER VIDEO SERIES

Volume I: Preventative Maintenance – initially

details the FAAs rules concerning what maintenance tasks
an owner can legally perform, It then proceeds to instruct
viewers on the proper tools and supplies for common
maintenance tasks and follows with detailed, step-bystep demonstrations of Engine Inspections, Landing Light
Replacement, Oil Changes, Spark Plug Maintenance and
Tire & Wheel servicing. The video is approx. 60 min. long.
DVD....................P/N 13-03572..................... .
Volume II: The Annual Inspection – covers Federal
Aviation Requirements, and takes viewers, step-by-step,
through the Annual Inspection process. This video teaches
viewers how to manage the aircraft’s maintenance during
the Annual Inspection and on an ongoing basis. Key topics
include; The Annual Inspection and the FARs, Selecting a
Maintenance Facility, The Inspection Process, Correcting
Discrepancies and Aircraft Enhancements. Video is approx.
70 min
VHS....................P/N 13-01330..................... .
DVD....................P/N 13-03573..................... .
Volume III: Teaches pilots and prospective aircraft owners
all about aircraft ownership. Teaches how to analyze the
costs of aircraft ownership and takes viewers, step-by-step,
through the selection, pre-purchase and sales transactions.
Includes detailed information on preventative maintenance,
annual inspections and tips for living with your new aircraft.
90 min.
VHS....................P/N 13-01626..................... .
DVD....................P/N 13-03574..................... .
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